EAC 2019 | VIENNA
Full Day Spouse Tour „Highlights of Vienna”
Programm | Thursday, 7th November 2019
Vienna is a metropolis with unique charm and flair, it has a fascinating and long history which
is reflected in architecture, music, art, lifestyle and traditions. During this walking tour we
will spot the diverse aspects and facets of this city and present the „Highlights of Vienna”:
09:15

Meeting with your English speaking guide Mrs. Nina Breitenecker in front of the
Juridicum (where the EAC takes place).

09:30

Walk through the historic city center to the Metro Station. After a short ride with the
metro we reach the famous „Vienna Porcelain Manufactory Augarten”. Founded in
1718, the Vienna Porcelain Manufactory Augarten is one of the oldest and most
renowned porcelain manufactories in Europe. Manufactured and handpainted, each
piece of porcelain has been a reflection of the company’s standard for excellence.
During our visit we will learn a lot about the porcelain craft. Metro ride back to the
city center of Vienna.
Lunch in the ONYX - Bar, a popular hotspot in the heart of the City offering a
breathtaking view on St. Stephans Cathedral, Austria‘s most eminent Gothic
edifice.
After lunch we continue our walk and discover the picturesque little streets in the
quarter of St. Stephan's Cathedral. On our walk we will see as well the house of the
famous Austrian composer Mozart, the Imperial Palace with the Spanish Riding
School and the State Opera. A next highlight on our tour is the visit of the Albertina,
one of the most popular art museums of Vienna. We will tour the historical Habsburg
Staterooms and the current amazing exhibition „From Monet to Picasso”. After our
visit we will have a guided tour through the State Opera which will offer us an
exclusive look behind the scenes of the probably best Opera in the world.
We will finish our tour at Café Demel - once the favourite Café of Emperor Franz
Joseph I.-and will enjoy the delicious „Demeljause” (coffee, tea or hot chocolate and
one piece of cake out of a various selection).

17:00

End of the tour.

Participation fee: € 99,00 p.P. (minimum number of participants: 10 pax)
Programm may be adapted due to weather or reasons of organisation.

